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Senate to Establish Criteria
Student Council Discusses Issue of Sorority Affiliati
By STEVEN ROSEN BUSH resolve.
Last Sunday, Student Council
convened for the first time this
semester. Among the key issues
discussed was that of the establish-
ment of sororities at Kenyon. Senate
will approach the sorority mailer by
establishing criteria for groups in
general w~~ch. are con~ideri~g
national affiliation. By dealing with
"the national affiliation Question first,
council hopes that the specific
issue of sororities will be easier to
Student Council President Dan
Mechem did not say what he thought
these criteria might be, nor did he
describe the process by which they
would be defined. He did say,
however, that the issue of sororities is
not a closed one, noting: "On the
one hand, you can say that if men
can aff'iliatc with a national
organization, women should have the
same opportunity. Then, on the other
hand, there is a strong argument
The
which says that if you allow sororities
on campus you will drastically
change the complexion of campus
life. "
Also at the' meeting, it was
reported that Dean Edwards has
sub mincd to Senate a proposal
redcfining hazing in the
"Affiliation" section of the student
handbook. In addition, Mechem
discussed the fact that the college
considered terminating Custom Food
Service's contract at the end of last
Kenyon
semester (See related story below.)
During the Senate report, the 1981-
82 academic calendar was an-
nounced. Classes will begin after
Labor Day and there will be a one
day break on Friday, October 23.
One notable change in the new
schedule is that final exams will be
interspersed throughout a week-long
period at the end of the semester.
This plan is designed to ease the
burden on students by breaking up
the block of exams which usually
follow a four-day reading period.
Council's next meeting will be held
Sunday in the Biology Seminar
room. It will begin at 9:00 p.m.
instead of 6:]0 p.m. to accomodate
those who wish to watch the Super
Bowl. Any organization or group of
persons that has a suggestion
regarding criteria for national af-
filiation is encouraged to come to the
meeting.
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Custom Food Service Comes Under Scrutiny of College
HyLYNNTRAVF.RS course of action, but simply to air
opinions Those at the meeting
unanimously expressed
dissatisfaction with Custom's overall
performance, according to the
students who attended. -They then
explored the option of replacing the
present food service with ARA
Services.
A clause in the Custom contract,
however, could have resulted in their
ri'ot leaving Kenyon un'til sometime in
February. Because of this, the idea of
changing services was no longer
considered as it would then be
necessary to make this change in the
middle of the semester.
, According to Dean Edwards,
A meeting to discuss the possibility
of contracting a new food service to
replace Custom Management Cor-
poration for the second semester was
held on December 17. In attendance
were Dean Thomas Edwards,
Assistant Dean Karen Williamson,
Student Council President Dan
Mechem, and Food Service Com-
mittee members Steve Coenen and
Garret Hannegan.
This meeting, which Dean
Edwards wanted to remain secret
until after all appropriate action was
taken, was not designed to bring
about any formal committmem to a
Honored Poet James Dickey
Corning to Speak at Rosse
[,--
"1 look on existence
hom the etandpoint
of a suruuor"
If the post of "unofficial poet laureate" was only a literary crime
perpetrated by Jimmy Carter's hype-mad media consultants in the
balmy days of 1976, the poet elevated to this nonexistent status was
decidedly the real thing. James Dickey, one of America's most honored
poets even before he was asked to read at Carter's inauguration, is a
genuine literary figure. Dickey will be coming to Kenyon on January 27.
He will read poetry and passages from a novel-in-progress, and provide
commentary at 8 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
After the war Dickey returned to school and received an M.A. in
English from Vanderbilt University. While teaching English at Rice
University, he began publishing poetry in' "The Sewanee Review,"
"The Partisan Review," "The Atlantic Monthly," and "Harper's."
Another tour of duty during the Korean War, a year-long European
sabbatical, more teaching and six years in the advertising business
preceded the publication of his first poetry collection, "Into the Stone
and Other Poems" (1%0), In 1965 his volume of poetry "Buck dancer's
Choice" won both the Melville Cane Award and the National Book
Award. The following year he was appointed to succeed Stephen
Spender as consultant in poetry to the Library of Congress.
Dickey's other published work includes "Drowning with Others"
(1962); "Helmets" (1964); "Two Poems of the Air" (1964); a volume
of poetry criticism "Babel to Byzantium" (1968); "The Eye-Beaters.
Blood, Victory, Madness, Buckhead and Mercy" (1970);
"Deliverance" (1970), which he later adapted for the popular motion
picture; a prose poem "Jericho" (1974); "The Zodiac" (1976); "God's
Images" (1977) and "The Strength of Fields" (1979), the title poem of
which he delivered at the inauguration of President Jimmy Carter.
Dickey is now poet-in-residence and Carolina Professor of English at
the University of South Carolina.
Dean Thomas Edwards."" ......
Custom first approached the College
administration to request more
operating funds for the second
'semester, as they were operating at a
considerable deficit during the first
half of the school vear. However, the
school chose "to abide by the original
contract," said the Dean, which led
Custom 10 consider leaving Kenyon.
Then John Metz, the owner of
Custom Management Corporation,
traveled to the College in order to
speak to the administration and
express the' company's interest in
maintaining its contract at this
school, and finish the year's service
successfully.
At last Sunday's Student Council
meeting, Mechem voiced speculation
that the College was providing
Custom with supplementary funds 10
use in order to finish out the term;
however, both Dean Edwards and
Vice President for Finance Samuel
Lord insist that this is not the case.
Mechem stated that he was uncertain
of many details of the negotiations
between the College and the food
service, largely because the ad-
ministration did not disclose them to
him. While he feels that the ad-
ministration does have the right to
'keep specific financial details private,
Mechem says, "The students have a
right to know why Custom is still
here." At one point he had been
under the impression that a new food
service would be brought in, and was
somewhat surprised when this did
not happen.
Food Service Director Chuck
Porter described Custom's plans for
improvement in the second semester.
Increasing promotions of special
"learures and of meals is the main
emphasis of 'these plans. He states,
"We lost some credit we should have
earned (due to the lack of
promotion)." He cited as an example
the reaction to the rearrangment of
the Peirce salad line; he feels that
this "well-intentioned move'was mis-
interpreted by most students, mainly
due to lack of publicity before the
change.
Also important, he says, is
building rapport with students.
Porter says that Custom hopes "to
get closer to the students." He added
that they were adding more special
services and features, such as pizza
delivery and new sandwich com-
binations.
Finally, three managers will now
be at Peirce, which Porter says seems
10 need more supervision in order to
function smoothly. Two managers,
one of whom is himself, will serve at
Gund.
Mechem expressed his belief that
Custom genuinely cares about
providing a good food service at
Kenyon and wants 10 improve. He
feels that "it is important for the
school to provide some sort of in-
centive for improvement." Also, he
pointed out Custom Corporation's
reputation for good em-
ployee/management relations, and
said that increased effort in that area
would almost certainly result in a
general improvement.
Experimental CollegeOffers
Variety of Uncommon Courses
ib",sUZY AI'EL
The 1981 Gambier Experimental
College, which will begin classes
soon, will offer 25 courses which
cater to a wide diversity of interests.
The GEe catalogue, which describes
'available courses, times, and in-
structors, will be distributed to
student residents Sunday, January
25. Courses being offered this year
include a number of new and original
possibilities. This wide range in-
cludes, among others: "The Fun-
darnenrals of Air Guitar," taught by
Stu Sheppard and Dale Marsh;
"Folk Blues and Adenoids Under
Water," taught by college physician
Dr. Donald Posner; "Cribbage,"
taught by 1'v1r. Gary Levengood; and
"Beer Tasting," taught by Graham
Robb. The instructors, all volun-
teers, include students, faculty,
college personnel. and local
residents.
Hi! Rizvi, John Litchfield, Liz
McClutcheon, and Carol Wright are
the directors of the program, which
has been a Kenyon tradition for over
ten years. Brainstorming began after
'Thanksgiving to coordinate the
Co-GEe Duector Hil R,ZV;,
classes, which aim to provoke an
exchange of creative ideas within the
Kenyon Community. Director Rizvi
explained thar , "it creates a mix
betwcen the classes by bringing
interested students and faculty
together, and breaks up the
monotony of winter. "
Registration for the courses will be
held January 26 and 27 at dinner in
b~l Peirce and Gund, and on
January 28 and 29 from 4:00 to 6:00
in the Alumni House. Enrollment is
open t0tilll community members, and
in adi.li(on, the coordinators plan to
conduct a registration in Mount
Vernon. Early enrollment is
recommended, for as Rizvi pointed
out, "Enrollment is limited in a
number of courses." He eliminated a
potential problem by emphasizing
that "There's no limit in the
Mixology course, though, as long as
" we don't have so many people sign
~ up we have to hold the class in Rosse
~ Hall." The 1981 Gambier
~ Experimental College promises to
provide everyone, from the pious to
the drunkard, an opportunity to
expand their knowledge while
breaking up the winter routine.
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, The Affiliation Question
At its meetinglast Sunday, Scudeat CGUIJ,cilraiKd the i,yueof
sororities on carnpus., No real action can be takeft until ~Jl8te
establishes criteria for groups considering national affiliation. We
feel that any group of women which is able to fulfill these
requirements has the unequivocal right to form a sorority on
campus, and we ask that students become involved in the for-
mation of these guidelines.
As Council President Dan Mechme pointed out at the
meeting. the character of campus life may "drastically change"
because of the presence of sororites. The statement is undeniably
true. The complexion of campus life will be altered by the
existence of such an all woman society; the question is whether
that impact will be positive or negative.
To those who oppose sororities. the end result of their for-
mation will be an increase in the sense of separation that exists to
some extent at Kenyon. Many fraternity men will tell you,
however, that their respective societies aid them in their social
relationships and provide them with experiences invaluable to
their future lives. We submit that sororities may provide women
with the same opportunities.
It is true that there is no facet of campus life in which women
cannot get involved. However, clearly there is a faction which
thinks that the extant groups (L.A.K.E., Upperclass Sisters,
Hannah More, etc.) are not sufficient, and that sorority is
necessary to fill a gap they feel exists. This faction must not be
ignored, as the voices of the students are those which must guide
this campus in its daily activities.
We urge that members of the community contact their
representatives in Student Government and aid them in
establishing the necessary criteria. This criteria will also have an
impact on exisiting associations which are nationally affiliated,
so it clearly has repercussions for the entire Kenyon community.
Once fair and clear guidelines are established, the controversy
surrounding sororities will be much closer to final resolution.
We Must Keep the Lines
of Communication Open
As reported in our lead story this week, we have learned that the
administration was contemplating changing our food service,
partly because of student complaints about Custom. Werecognize
and appreciate Dean Edwards' responsiveness to the desires of the
Student body, and we applaud Student Council President Dan
Mechem's decision to present the entire issue at Council'sSunday
meeting. '
A meeting was held on December 17 to air opinions con-
cerning the quality of service and food offered by Custom
during the first semester. Dean Edwards wished that the
discussion not be made public, and requested that the specifics
of the meeting remain secret. We feel that if a change is being
considered, a dissatisfied community deserves to be kept ap-
prised of the situation. Mechem, too, felt that the students had a
right to know what was going on, and accordingly spoke of the
December meeting at Council on Sunday. However, his ap-
praisal of the situation was not entirely accurate. because Dean
Edwards had not contacted him about the matter during
vacation.
As the representative body on this campus, Student Council is
our greatest link to the administration. As such, we believe that
Dean Edwards should have kept Council informed of the
progression of events, and that Mechem was correct in relaying
what he thought was accurate information to the students. We
appreciate Dean Edwards belief that financial maters are not the
concern of the student body. but we feel that in a situation which
is of great importance to all members of the college, com-
munication between the administration and the students is
absolutely essential. Therefore, we support Mechem's stand that
once the details had been completed and the decisions finalized,
the students had a right to know what had transpired, that that
he had a duty to tell them.
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Whis s Neanderthal?
To the Editor;
I found Jonathan Cohen's article
in the December 18th issue of the
Collegian, "The Dregs Music is
'Genuinely Aimless' " an offensive
and unfounded commentary on their
December 14th concert. Granted, the
Dixie Dregs maintain a style of music
that promotes disfavor as well as
favor, but doesn't every other artist,
every other musical group?
Regardless of the fact that Mr.
Cohen obviously did not enjoy the
concert, there were quite a few of us
who did; and I, as one, am insulted
by some of the simply vicious
remarks that he made. Indeed, the
Dregs pride themselves on their
virtousity, and why shouldn't they'!
Steve Morse, the lead guitar player, is
probably the best, most
knowledgable, and most versatile
guitar player today. It must take
some amount of virtucusity to playa
customized Fender guitar, that he
designed, to produce live' what has
only been produced in a studio until
~
?' Political
"'1' .
" Forum
, .
By ERIC WASKOWICZ
John R. Block, incoming Secretary
of Agriculture for Ronald Reagan,
has said that his new job is to
represent a particular industry, agri-
business, from within the govern-
ment. Thts assertion by one of his
cabinet members undermines the
Impression of great faith in private
initiative which Reagan has con-
sistently encouraged when appealing
to voters.
The Secretary of Agriculture was
originally created with representation
of the single family farm in mind.
This is the kind of arrangement where
Mother gets up at four to milk cows,
Father spends a full day riding a
tractor (interspersed with relaxing
stints fixing the tractor or doing other
maintenance work), while the kids
occupy themselves with tending 'the
chickens or raising eatves for4-H. The
idea, as championed by Thomas
Jefferson, was that this lifestyle was a
particularly good breeding ground for
responsible, independent-minded
citizens of a democracy. TbeSecretary
now. And Allen Sloan. the Dregs'
"droning electrical violinist" is a
graduate of the Julliard School of
Music, and played first violin with
the Miami Philharmonic before his
illustrious career with the Dixie Dregs.
In response to Cohen's remark
about their "mindless solos," he
could not have been paying very close
attention to Steve Morse during his
guitar solo in their number "Cruise
Control." With the aid of only the
group's drummer, Rod Morganstein,
Morse produced the effect of a full
band using only his voice, his hands
rapidly working at least 12 switches
on the face of his guitar, and a Moog
Synthesizer with his feet. Hardly
what I would call mindless, he
produced a riff from Dazed and
Confused that would put Led
Zeppelin themselves to shame. This is
all subjective. I'm sure, but Cohen
went so far as to openly insult those
of us who lived through the ex-
perience of a lifetime at this concert.
Somehow, I cannot forgive being
termed a "Neanderthal." I find it
hard to respect a student who peels
himself to be the crux of the music
experience at Kenyon, when he so
condescendingly condemns those of
us who love the Dixie Dregs enough'
to get up on o;ur feet and show them
that we do. If he had stayed around
long enough to hear the encores, he
would have found that they did not
"stun the crowd into a zombie-like
ambience," for there was not one
person sitting when the band left the
stage between the first and second
encores. Indeed, Iwas on my feet,
and dancing from the first number
until the end of the concert.
How can Mr. Cohen claim that the
Dregs find alien "a true level of
ferocity and sheer delight in their
music?" Indeed, I have never seen
such a feeling of intense satisfaction
as the expressions. and the ex-
changing of glances on the faces of
all of the members of the band. If all
Mr. Cohen can do is to publicly
compare the Dixie Dregs' music to an
electric lawnrnower, then perhaps he
is not as musically knowledgeable
he claims he is.
Most Respectfully Yours.
RebeccaE. Pease (Neanderthall
Block's Nod to Agribusiness
Threatens Foreign Relations
of Agriculture's job was to protect
such citizen-farmers from the jurly-
burly of unduly competitive markets.
Chopping wood and doing chores
around his dude ranch in California,
Ronald Reagan probably appreciates
thesubstance of this.
I understand that the farm of
today is different - bigger, more
capital intensive and businesslike.
You could guess it from outgoing
Secretary of Agriculture Bob
Bergland's action in shifting his
department's focus from protecting
the farmer to protecting, the con-
sumer. A masterful bureaucrat
recognizes when there aren't enough
small farmers left to make his post
politically defensible. Bergland
logically decided to change his job
rather than admit its obsolescence.
Today the supply of 'ctnzen-
farmers' is shrinking and their place
is being taken by a smaller group of
businessman-farmers. This ne ....
breed doesn't particularly believe in
the agrarian lifestyle. What they do
generally believe in is the free market
philosophy, which helps them ex-
pand their own operations by
weeding out the less efficient family
operations. For the fastest growers,
the economics of scale and the power
of a large market share promise
healthy profits,
Reagan, arriving in the midst of
this "survival-of-the-strongest" era.
has appointed a "Secretary of Good
Consumers" speaking for a third
viewpoint. He proposes to act as the
governmental partner to agriculture's
strongest competitors. Neither
protectionist nor free-marketer,
Block seems to have in mind a
relationship something like that
existing in Japan between govern·
ment end the automotive industry,
If the remarkable etrecnveness of
the Japanese government industry
team in penetrating the U.S.
automotive market distresses us.
perhaps we should go sloWly in our
turn to accept new Secretary Block's
view of food as a diplomatic tool.
continued on page thru
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"Realpolitik" Remains Key Policy in Reagan's Cabinet
interesting possibilities for 18 and 19-
year-old males, because of potential
intervention in places like EI
Salvadore, Guatemala, the
Philippines, South Africa, and/or
Saudi Arabia. Their repressive
regimes would be shored by by
American aid and troops if the
people start endangering our vital
interests in their country.
1'\'( ROLE IN THENIX~
WI-mE HOUSE? ... S£N~TOR,"
t'\'i !\1TORNEY ADVISES ME
NOT TO i\NSWER 11-11\1
QUESTION ...
(t..::,-,
1.
political
Forum
By BRY AN SNYDER
The Department of Defense, in the
Reagan regime, will operate under
yet another Nixonite, Casper
Weinberger, who was welcomed by
the hawks of the Senate Armed
Services Committee as one who will
put our record defense budget to
good use. There may be a closer
fraternal relationship between the
Departments of State and Defense in
this administration, along with a de-
emphasis of the National Security
Council, which often competed with
or offuscared the policy-making of
the Department of State in past
administrations.
The Senate has approved President
Reagan's Cabinet appointments with
revitalized Republican fervor of a
party flexing its new-found majority
status.
Ronald Reagan, following his
campaign slogan "We're going to
make America great again," has
been enlisting old Nixonites (in a
display that looks like a reunion at
San Clemente) and other Cabinet
members whose mention turns en-
vironmentalists, liberals, and civil
liberatarians pale.
There is no doubt that American
foreign policy is going to change
substantially in many areas from a
Vance/Muskie orientation to the
Haig position. When the General
tells us that there are things worth
fighting for, perhaps we should
scrutinize our interests as a people,
and our interest in warring. Do you
remember the General from the last
war (the war that Reagan has
referred to as a "nobel cause")? We
are going back to an era that many of
us thought was over after Nixon and
Kissinger bid farewell to National
Service. Will this make America
great again? Were the Vietnam years
the era of greatness Reagan keeps
alluding to?
In assessing the incoming ad-
ministration's foreign policy
prospects, perhaps Mr. Reagan's
campaign slogan would have been
more accurate if it had read, "Let's
make America imperial again."
Leading this new calling will be the
ex-Generalissimo of Nixon's "Palace
Guard," General Alexander Haig.
Haig was approved by the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee in a IS
to two vot c Dissenting on the
Republican parade were Senators
Sarbanes and Ts ongas (both
Democrats). While they
acknowledged that Haig is in-
telligent, articulate, and forceful,
they felt that he might be lacking a
sense of moral limits, or moral
purpose. These are much the same
shortcomings attributed to the man
who upstaged Haig in the Nixon
White House, Harvard's "Nobel
Bomber," Henry Kissinger. Both
Haig and Kissinger maintain a
"Realpolitik" conception of the
world. Following Kissinger's lead,
Haig marched along with the merry
Doctor in numerous actions, in-
cluding the overthrow of the Allende
government in Chile in 1973, the
1972 Christmas bombings of Hanoi,
the mining of Haiphong Harbor, and
the illegal bombing of Cambodia.
The Reagan administration has
been moving to reinstitute
Kissenger's ("Realpolitik" ideology,
which asserts that any policy action
taken by the United States is justified
by countering "perceived" Soviet
power. Though Mr. Kissinger is no
longer in favor with the insiders of
the Reagan camp, his policies will be
more than adequately promulgated
by both General Haig and our next
U.N.\Ambassador, Jeane Kirk-
patrick (of A.E.1. notoriety). These
two have a world outlook that should
bury what is left of Carter's human
rights policies in a flood of support
for right-wing regimes. Haig , along
with Kissinger and Kirkpatrick,
voiced early support for the
authoritarian regimes in Iran and
Nicaragua.
What Realpolitik means to the
human rights community is that it
does not mailer how a regime treats
its own people, but how it treats the
United States. This opens up some
Kenyon Senior Receives Scholarship
attainments and by other acuvmes
and achievements. "<The winner of a
Marshall Scholarship receives travel
expenses to and rrorn Britain. a
monthly allowance, tuition fees,
book and study travel allowances,
and free medical care under the
National Health Sprvice. His
responsibilities include upholding the
ideals of the Scholarship and
spending little time in the United
States. The Commission must ap-
prove any trips to the United
States which a Marshall Scholar
wishes to make.
Rance is a double major in
P6litical'Science and Economics at
Kenyon. He formerly served as
Treasurer of Student Council and as
President of the Delta Phi fraternity
aqd is now a member of the Campus
Senate and the Academic Affairs
Committee. Rance is also a member
of Phi Beta Kappa.
The Government of the United
'Kingdom established the Marshall
Scholarship program in 195] "as an
expression of British gratitude for the
European Recovery Program (sic)
instituted by General Marshall in
1947' . The purpose of the
program (sic) is to enable citizens of
the United States, bqth men and
women, who are graduates of United
States colleges and universities to
study for a degree of a university in
the United Kingdom for a period of
at least two academic years." Thirty
men and women under the age of 25,
representing four regions of the
United Slates receive Marshall
Scholarships every year.
By SALLY McGILL
Bkx;k Is Advocate of
'Businessmen-Farmers'
On December 22 Senior Brian D.
Rance received word from the
Marshall Aid Commemoration
Commission in the United Kingdom
ment-backed corporations doing the
same thing. The free enterprise
philosophy maintains that cor-
porations should be free to wield
their economic weapons; and after
all, we are the world spokesmen and
exemplars of that philosophy. But
our government has a responsibility
10 maintain less competitive relations
on a broader front.
The Secretary of Agriculture'S job
is largely anachronistic. It is not
being used effectively, and in the
present political climate, it is hard to
see how it can be used to encourage
the citizen-farmer in a substantial
way. It has no business presiding
over a free market. It may well serve
some purpose in arranging massive
sales to countries in which a free
market does not exist. But such a
function seems more amenableto low-
profile, low-level bureaucrats in the
State or Commerce Departments
than to a cabinet member.
continued from page two
"Food is a weapon," says Block,
"but the only way to use that is to tie
countries to us. That way they'll be
far more reluctant to upset us."
Block formulates food as a kind of
dependence-producing drug. Japan
probably doesn't recognize that the
marketing of their cars in the U.S. is
perceived as a threat by people in the
United Slates, but it is. If we do
recognize that our food is a weapon,
then it is arrogance itself to assume
that other countries won't also
recognize it as a weapon aimed at
them.
According to the guidelines for
applying for a Marshall Scholarship,
"Awards are made on the basis of
distinction of intellect and character
as evidenced both b)l scholastic
It's easy enough for us to tolerate-
Japanese cars and Japanese elec-
tronics because we've got a large
diverse economy, but that's exactly
what makes Block's vision for U.S.
agriculture so unacceptable. If
agribusiness gets a special part-
nership. don't all of our most vital,
dynamic industries deserve similiar
partnerships? Shouldn't we have a
Secretary of Aerospace, of Computer
Chip Applications, of Chemical
Processes, of Carbonated Beverages
. ?
Printing Arts Pre ••• Inc.
PO Bo_ 43' • 8028 "1._.,11; lIto.d
M' .... 'non, 0".0 430150
t51") 397·8108
that he is to receive a Marshall .
Scholarship. As a result, for two years
following his graduation from
Kenyon, Rance will study Economics
at Oxford University. where he will
work for a Masters of Philosophy (M.
Phil.) degree. Rance explains, "I plan
to concentrate on continuing research
Ihave done here with regard to John
Locke's contribution to the origins of
liberal economic theory ."
!"r ",II ~""" I" ..,t ,,,~'j ".·,;:~L,
• busmess forms • magazines
• posters • flyers
• booklets • stationery
• brochures • books
• newsletters • name cards
• resumes • wedding announcements
Reagan is going tQ..facedifficulties
in applying his 'less government'
campaign slogan to real life. In par-
ticular, he is going to face the charge
that he applies his rule only where it
serves business interests -less safety
If we accept Block's new role for regulation, less taxation. Reagan will
all its precedent-setting potential, our have to fight hard to create popular With the encouragement 01" Dean
economy might come close to confidence in the broader value of his . ~Townsend and several faculty
overpowering numerous less ideology. and, by doin.g so, he may 'members. Rance applied for the
de I incur the wrath of agribus~in- scholarship last October. Onve oped economies elsewhere. But
I dOn't think it could _ I think it terests for a move which may im- December 8, he and fellow Kenyon
Would just leave other countries mediately hurt agriculture though SeniorNickolasPappastraveledtothe
resemrot, outraged, and Impossible prove generally beneficial over time. British Consulate General in Chicago
to enga th' f 1 BUI by so doing he will better equip for personal interviews They werege WI III meaning u . If . h d I .
i>Ohticaldlalogue hirnse to wrt .stan popu er pressure two of 18 candidates from the
- down the road trandwhenhemovestc Midwest Region marking the firstTh, . f"base re ISa allle~ence between t.:.S. shirt t~~. ~urde,! a ~orrmulllty time two candidates from the same
fOreid corporatlOn_s oenejrauna responstbilttt~s and services back to 'school have ever reached the final
gn U""''''l;;IS and D.;:,. 6overn- wherehesaysitbejongs. round in this region.
MAVIS
SPORTING GOODS
"Everything in Sports"
Athletic Wear, Equipment, Shoes
1335. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Hunting & Fishing Shop
117S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
-
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Three Faces oj Eve. Directed by
Nunally Johnson. With Joanne
Woodward, Lee 1. Cobb, David
Wayne, Nancy Kulp. B/W. 95 mins.
1957. Fri. Jan. 23, 8 p.m. Bio. Aud.
Sat. Jan. 24, 10p.m. Rosse.
The Three Faces of Eve is an
important film for several reasons; it
introduces a young actress of
enormous talent, Joanne Woodward
(who later won an Oscar for this
film), and it lells the relevant and
true story of a schizophrenic woman
and her treatment. The psychiatrist,
played by Lee J. Cobb, struggles to
unravel her unstable psyche. Two
main personalities are obvious. The
patient calls herself Eve White when
she is a drab Southern housewife;
most other times she is Eve Black, a
loud trarnpish woman who ignores
her husband and child. The spouse,
unable to cope with his alternately
mousy or wanton wife, leaves her.
Meanwhile, the psychiatrist uncovers
another Eve, an upstanding and
intelligent woman. Eventually, the
surprising root of Eve's problem is
discovered by the doctor
The Three Faces of Eve was a
potentially troublesome movie
because of the complexity of the
protagonist's role. Joanne Wood-
ward is believable throughout,
however, so the film remains
coherent. The story is slightly fan-
tastic, but the real Eve (not her actual
name) is alive and sane and living in
Northern Virginia with her three
children.
•••• Klule ••••
Klute. Directed by Alan J. Pakula,
with Jane Fonda, Donald
Sutherland, Charles Cioffi, Roy
Schneider, Rita Gan, Jean Stapleton.
114 min. 1971. Fri., Jan. 23, 10 p.m.
Rosse. Sun., Jan. 25,10 p.m., Rosse.
Klute is a unique blend of thriller
and character study. It is a detective
story; John Klute (Sutherland), a
small-town cop, comes to New York
searching for clues concerning the
disappearance of a friend. His only
lead is that the missing man sup-
posedly wrote a number of obscene
letters to a call-girl, Bree Daniel
(Fonda). Klute finds, however, that
Bree has problems of her own; not
only is she going to a psychiatrist in
an effort to get out of the business,
but she is being stalked by a
psychopathic killer.
Despite the title, it is the character
of Bree which dominates the film. It
is her profession, her problems, and
most of all, her reaction to her
deepening relationship with Klute
which captures the interest of the
director and the audience. Fonda
gives one of her best performances in
the film, and richly deserved the
Oscar she received as Best Actress.
What makes Klute such a good
movie, though, is the way in which
Pakula has meshed the study of an
unhappy, successful call-girl and the
classic story of the detective with
more than a professional interest in
his client into an indivisable whole
without damaging either.
••• The Sofl Skin •••
The Soft Skin. Directed by Francois
TruffauL With Jean Desailly,
Francois Dorleac. Nancy Benedetti,
Daniel Ceccaldi. B/W. With English
subtitles. 120mins. 1964.Sat.,Jan.24
8 p.m., Rosse. Sun., Jan. 25, IOp.m.,
Rosse.
Francois Truffaut wrote (with the
assistance of Jean louis Richard)
and directed this characteristically
controversial film. Based on a
dream-like image which came to
Truffaut years before, the film is
about adultery. Truffaut was out to
destroy the conventional treatment
of this subject; in his eyes few films
had concentrated on representing {he
practical difficulties and the anguish
involved in an adulterous affair.
Pierre Lachenay (Jean Desailly) is
a 44-year-old literary celebrity who is
"happily married" to an attractive
woman, Franca (Nelly Benedetti).
But then there's a cute airline hostess
half his age, Nicole (Francois
Dorleac) whom he meets on a lecture
trip to lisbon. A brief affair
blossoms into a surreptitious love
which the pair cultivate back in
Paris.
The couple encounter a series of
practical difficulties. Amidst
numerous and varied complications,
The Kenyon Chinese Kung Fu and Tai Chi Chuan Club
announces: Authentic Chinese Kung Fu and Tai Chi
Chuan courses will be offered every Friday 7:30-9:30
p.m. at Philomathesian Hall. The courses will be
taught by Dr. Fred M.A. Wu, Ph.D., an in-
ternationally known Chinese Kung Fu, accupuncture,
herbal medicine, and philosophy Sifu (lecturer,
counselor, master). Dr. Wu and associates offer the
following:
Internal-soft style: Tai Chi Chuan.
Esternal-hard styles: Tiger Claw, Eagle Claw, White
Crane, and Wing Chun.
Eastern Philosophy: I-Ching, Tao Te Ching, Esoteric
Taoism, Meditation, Taoist Yoga. Taoist breathing,
and Chi Cultivation.
Introductory lecture and registration: Friday.
January 23, '81 (7:30-9:30 p.m.) in Philo Hall.
For information, contact Guy Vitetta (ext. 2236) or
Dr. Wu (612-885-7512).
the hope of a permanent relationship
is never realized. Nicole finally leaves
.him alone in an apartment which is
appropriately only half -built. When
his jealous Franca learns of the
liason, her passionate nature leads
her to find Pierre and kill him.
The Soft Skin has been called "the
most definitively pessimistic of all
Truffaut's films." Yet it is realistic,
aimed at undermining the myths and
absolutes which spread disaster and
despair if they are left to guide our
actions. like most of Truffaut's
films, it is thoroughly personal. He
addresses the illusions, frustrations,
and complexities of this uniquely
human situation.
••• TheApartment •••
The Apartment. Directed and
produced by Billy Wilder. Written by
I.A.l. Diamond. With Jack Lem-
mon. Shirley MacLaine, Fred
MacMurray, Ray Walston, Jack
Druschen, and Edie Adams. B/W.
125 min. 1960. Wed., Jan. 28, 10
p.m. Rosse.
This Oscar winner for Best Picture
is. yet another winner from Billy
Wilder, a veteran of such fine films
as Lost Weekend and Sunset
Boulevard. Jack Lemmon plays Bud
Baxter, a bachelor who advances his
career in his insurance company by
lending out his apartment to his
superiors and their dates.
Problems arise when Bud falls for
the elevator operator, Fran (Shirley
MacLaine), who in tum is in love
with the insurance company's
married boss (Fred MacMurray).
When the boss uses Bud's apartment
to further his romantic interests with
Fran, the hard comedy prevalent in
the film changes to a feeling of
starkness.
This change in mood requires deft
handling by Wilder and,his cast. If
acclamation is a fair judge, this film
succeeds. The Apartment was
nominated for 10 Academy Awards
and won five, including Best Picture,
Best Screenplay, and Best Director.
Lemmon and MacLaine were
nominated for Best Actor and Best
Actress, respectively.
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YA Series Performance Breathtaking
ByMICHAELLINDNER
On Tuesday night in Rosse Hall, the
second Young Artists Series concert of
the year featured Maureen Gallagher,
violist, accompanied on the piano by
Professor Paul Posnak in an ad-
mirable performance of the works of
Bach, Schumann, Block and Gerald
Chenoweth.
The performance began with the
Sonata No. I in C Major for harp-
sichord and viola de gamba by J.S.
Bach (1685·1750), in a more recent
arrangement for modern instruments:
piano and viola. The Sonata in four
movements was executed by both
musicians with clarity and relative ease
of movement; Mr. Posnak's in-
terpretation was accurate and
straightforward, while Ms. Gallagher
lacked the exquisite control she
displayed in the more contemporary
works she was to perform later in the
concert.
Following the Bach was the Mar-
chenbitder, Opus 113 for viola and
piano by Robert Schumann (1810-
1856). Schumenn is known for his
work as a composer, conductor and
musical journalist. This very late work
typifies the influence of literature
upon the music of the early nineteenth
century German Romantic school, the
heralds of a more refined Roman-
ticism. Ms. Gallagher's control of
these difficult pieces was com-
mendable and Mr. Posnak'sabilityto
play the difficult lyrical ac-
companiment with such forceandease
was breathtaking. The four Mer-
chenbilder cover a spectrum of
detailed emotions, from extreme levity
to the grave seriousness. Thelimits and
capabilities of both instruments are
exploited in this late work of
Schumann.
For Solo Viola (1980), a Work by
Gerald C. Chenoweth, was performed
smoothly and faultlessly by Ms.
Gallagher. The piece is full of modern
techniques designed to stretch the
viable limits of the viola; the relatively
dissonant texture is laden with the
frequent use of pizzicato and har-
monics. Mr. Chenoweth is currently
an Associate Professor of Music at
Rutgers College ofthe State University
of New Jersey.
•
The performance closed with the
exciting Suite for Violaand Piano of
Ernest Block (1880-1959), a Swiss-
born American Jew. The Suite was by
far the most technically difficult and
exhlliaratlng of the four pieces per-
formed. Bloch's prevalent use of
Hebrew themes and Central European
folk melodies in the context of aliberal
use of dissonance created an at-
mospheric and evocative effect. Both
performers handled the taxing score
beautifully, co-operating in an ex-
tremely coherent performance.
Throughout the concert, both
musicians excelled in the performance
of such a wide diversity of the piano-
viola range of sonorities in four very
different compositions.
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TIm Days, Four Meets;Quite a Show by Steen's Teams
ByDONSHUPE
Shaffer Pool's famous "ghost" is
packing his bags. Kenyon's Swim-
min' Women were so Imnresslve this
past weekend tfiat Shaffer's ever-
present and most loyal swimming
enthusiast has set his sights on
moving his haunt over to the ARC so
as not to miss out on what is shaping
up to be a brilliant future for
women's swimming at Kenvon.
In a meet that had been set up all
lhe precursor to the more highly
touted men's confrontation, the
Ladies stole the show last Friday
afternoon by whipping Johns
Hopkins' women, ranked lIth in the
country last season, by an astounding
Women Glide Past Bluejays, Redskins .....
. forty points, 85-45. After lapping the
Hopkins medley relay team in the
opening event, the Ladies never
looked back. Freshman Rose Brin-
tlinger won the honor of being the first
Kenyon swimmer to. qualify for this
year's NCAA championships,
finishing a close second in the I()(X)-
yard freestyle with a timeof 11:03.24.
Swimmer of the Meet honors,
however, must go to Katrina Singer
who, in one of the finest swims of her
career, went under national cuts in the
200-yard backstroke with a highly
impressive 2:21.47. Singer was equally
impressive in the loo-yard backstroke,
which she won handily in I:06.01. In
, all, Kenyon won ten of fifteen events:
Amy Rentschler in the 50-yard
freestyle, 27:55; Laura Chase in the
.,tOO-yardbreaststroke, 1:18.5; Kelly
Doyle in required diving; Rentschler
again in the 1000yardfreestyle, 59.51;
Kris Kennard in the 400-yard I.M.,
5:09.32 and 2oo-yard breaststroke,
2:46.90; both relays; and lastly, Singer
and Brint,ljnger in both backstrokes
and the 1000,respectively.
As if the victory over johns
Hopkins wasn't enough for one
'weekend, the Ladies took to the road
on Saturday and soundly trounced
You~town State 93-45, i~theirown
being groomed 'by Steen 'into a fine
women's swimming coach, ied the
girls to their victory over
Youngstown State as Steen stayed
home with the men for their meet
against Miami.) Speaking of the two-
week long Florida training trip over
Christmas break, Steen felt that "the
girls as a group were remarkable.
Despite the adverse conditions that
resulted from the cold weather, they
worked hard and accomplished a
great deal. At this point they are
proving themselves further along then
• • . As Men Look to Nationals' Rematch
ByCLAIREFAY
Meanwhile the Kenyon Lords met '
with their long standing rivals the
Johns Hopkins Bluejays in a dual
meet on january 16. The two teams
confrolJ-ted in a similar meet last
season, with JHU claiming victory
only to fall to a strong Kenyon team
Pool record.
Kenyon's Joe Wikn" also
qualified for the national meet with a
winning time of 2:00.44 in the 200
yard individual medley. Wilson also
qualified for the national meet in the
200 yard butterfly with, a time of
2:00.62. And John Robtock, also of
Kenyon, qualified with a time of
2:17.10 in 200 yard breastroke.
Unfortunately, the Johns Hopkins
team had the edge and was vic-
torious, but Coach Steen is confident
that the next time the two teams pool. Once.again, Kenyon won-both
meet, the Lords will get the spoils. If relays, and grabbed the majority of
the past is an' indication, Coach first place finishes. Brintlinger was
Steen's confidence is justified. Last impressive' in the distance freestyle
year Kenyon's men overtook the events, winning both the 200 and the
Johns Hopkins team at the national 500 with times of2:07.32 and 5:26.72
'meet after losing toitin adualmeet. respectively. Rentschler out-sprinted
The day after the meet with Johns everyone in the 1000yardfreestyle, her
Hopkins, the Lords swam against the 59.12 a significant improvement over
Division IMiami University team that her winning time in the same event the
won last year. Again the Kenyon men day before. Kennard displayed her
were defeated, but, as in the meet with I versatility by winning three events,
JHU, there were several close races, beginning with the 200 l.M. in
and impressive swimming by both, 1:23.17, and followed by the ICJO.--
teams. ' yard butterfly, I :06.0, and the 100-
Outstanding Kenyon performances yard breastroke. 1:18.61. Helen
included Dave Dininny's first place uecntcnwes nrstto tneweutntneroo-
in the 1000 yard freestyle with a time yard backstroke with a I:12. 28.
of 9:52.92; Steve Counsell's win in Numerous second and third places
the 200 yard individual medley with a were garnered throughout the
time of 2:02.93, and Chris Shedd's weekend by botfi Ann Batchelder and
winning 2:02.39 in the 200 yard Suzie Stitzel, while several other
backstroke. 4 impressive swims were turned in by
This weekend Kenyon will compete both Carolyn Wilson and Carol Leslie.
in two away meets, facing Bowling In short, it was a very impressive and
Green tomorrow, and taking part in productive weekend.
the Great Lakes Conference None or.uns, however, came as a
Dininny of Kenyon qualified for the - Invitational to be held at Denison .surprise to Kenyon coach Jim steen.
national meet with a time of 1:45.71. University on Saturday. (Incidentally, Karen Burke, who is
His time was only .15 of a second
slower than that of the JHU
swimmer who placed first in the race
~tnatime that set a new -Sharrer
national meet.
Steen pointed out that the Johns
Hopkins team Wall really ready for the
meet because they have respect for the
.ability ofthe Kenyon team. Asaresult,
there were numerous close races with
the winners just touching out their
opponents.
In the 200 yard freestyle, Dave
.IimParker in action in Shaff~r.
at the nationals. This year the
pressure is on once again as the Lords
and the Bluejays battle for the
Division III Championships. This
dual, all it was last year, was an
exciting preview to the upcoming
Kenyon Women Stumble
in Tough Season Openers
8y KAREN STEVENSON
The women's basketball team
resumed.its season last Saturday on a
rather disappointing note with a 58-
44 loss to Case-Western Reserve.
Case dominated first-half action
forcing the Kenyon squad to take 10"':'
percentage shots, and make frequent
tUJ·~overs.Rebounding was another
major drawback as the team was hurt
by the absence of center Mary
~lmon, who watched the action
. r?m the bench due to an ankle
lDJury.
d Coming 'out for the second half
oWn by 14 (34.20), the Ladies
playedwith a renewed aggressiveness
and concentration that kept them
evenin points _ 24 for each _ with
~heCase team. However, their ef-
Ortswere too late in the contest and
~ase Went home to Cleveland a
\licter.
Junior center Anne Himmelright
nOtonly led the team in scoring, but
provect to be the impetus behind most
of Kenyon's successful plays. She
was aided with creditable per-
formances by freshman Karla Weeks
and senior Mary Ashley.
This past Monday night the squad
traveled to Walsh College where the
warriors made good use of the home
court advantage and soundly
defeated the Ladies, 80-45. Kenyon
feU victim to foul trouble early on,
and coach Sandy Martin blamed the
team's inability to keep pace with the
quicker opponent as the major cause.
With center Salmon still benched by
her injury, Martin was forced to
make some line-up adj\fstments,
which J;aave,hada major effect on the
team's ability to adapt to the op-
position.
Allainst Walsh Himmelright was_
high scorer with 21 points, while
Weeks took rebounding honors,
pulling down 6. The Ladies nexttLame
is at home against Mt. Vernon
Nazarene, thisSaturdayat2:00.
Sophomore Kelly Doytecaotured Diving litle.
C.pl 2
Torr .•••. 2
McR .
Lo.. ;. 1
K".~neu •.... I
G.Rd .•••• 2
Norton ....• Il...,n~ ... _.1
Old Kenyon . • M.(her_ ... , I
N.. t ..... k .... proml ...
J.Wjhae~
lid.
ALL REMAINING
WINTER
MERCHANDISE
30010 off
New Shipment Crewnecks
many sizes & colors
216 S. Main Mt. Vernon, Ohio
I hadanuclpated they would be.'
With only five shorf w-eeks
remaining until the 'women travel to
Oberlin for an attempt at a firth
straight Ohio State Meet
victory, things could ha. dly be
looking any better. Next weekend,
the team travels to Denison along
withthe men to compete in the first
,annual Great Lakes College
Association Swimming Meet. at meet
that Steen is confident, "will offer the
women an opportunity to prepare
themselves mentally for the more
important.championships at the end
.of the season." With such credible
teams as Kalamazoo, Wabash,
Wooster,and Albion at the G.L.C.A.
meet, the Ladies will no doubt have
their hands full. But if this past
weekend's performances are any
indication of things to co~e, it won't
be a surprise to anyone if Kenyon's
Swimmin' Women come away
victorious .
Starting Friday
Stir Crazy
Starrlne
Richard Prvor
Gene Wilder
Rated R
tee. Tho, Sal" Sun, 2 p.m ..• :30. 1:15.
lU5: Mon,. W«l .. Fri. 1:15 p.m .. 11:015
Set. 11 a.m.
Pnpeye
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as Pop~ye
Shelly Duvall
as Olive Oyl
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Mo~"W&d .• FrL1 p,m.. IIan _.11im.
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Ars Musica
Ars Muska will perform works of Handel, Marini, Zelenka, and
Bach tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in Rosse. Included in the program are
two of Bach's Brandenburg Concertos, numbers four and five.
The thirteen-piece orchestra is the oldest baroque-instrument en-
semble in the country and performs on original eighteenth-century
instruments. The resulting effect is one of continual variation within the
musical phrase, a special feature of baroque music. The performance is
the third in the Gund Concert Series and. will be free to the public.
Rhodes Examines Literature
Professor Royal W. Rhodes of the Religion Department will discuss
the connection between literature and the church in a lecture entitled
"Victorians in the Catacombs" Monday at 8 p.m. in the Biology
Auditorium. Professor Rhodes will examine how literature has been
used for religious purposes in conjunction with Kingsley's novel
Hypatia and the response to it by two Catholic authors, Cardinal
Nicholas Wiseman and John Henry Newman.
France Program RD Named
History Professor Clark Dougan has been named the Resident
Director of the 1981 Kenyon-Earlham program to France. ~s part
his duties, Professor Dougan will teach one course during the summer
and winter seasons of the program.
Tonight, at 5:30, there will be an informational dinner meeting in the
Gund Large Private Dining Room where Professors Dougan and
Robert Goodhand, and Off-Campus Studies Director Sharon Dwyer
will discuss the program more fully. This program is open to all
returning students; freshmen interested in the program are encouraged to
attend.
"1lE BuOOle"Opens Next Week
A Scene/rom "The Bundle"
The Bundle by Edward Bond will be presented in the Hill Theater next
weekend. Director Bob Ferrante says that he has been heavily influenced
by Japanese Nohn and Kibuki theater techniques. "The production will
be flexible because there is virually no set. We can create things that
aren't there with the help of the audience's imagination." He hopes to
present a form of theater that is slightly out of the ordinary.
Tickets will be available in the Bolton Theater box office starting
Monday, January 26 between 1 and 5 p.m , for $1; free to students with
their Kenyon identification card.
SUPIJOrt Your Local
Katharine Hepburn
Fan Club Today
Newscooe - Friday, January 16
ALL ENGLISH SENIORS are invited to attend the Burns Night Dinner from
8:oq p.m. to mldnightpn Fri., 1/23. $1O!Jt"rperson. Payment should be sent to
the Chairman, Dept. of English, Sunset Cottage, Room 201, by 5:00 p.m. on
1119. The dinner will be in Weaver Cottage. Call PBX 2203 for more in-
formation.
cneeno bloke:;! We yanks will gel pissed somewhere else.
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Fast-Breaking Scots Defeat Lords
By DAVE DEACON
With hulking pivot man Gil Tecca
pumping in 24 points, and point
guard Rikki Corbett flawlessly
canning long jumpers, Wooster
College defeated the Lords of
Kenyon 61-53, in a hard-fought game
Saturday night at Wertheimer
Fieldhouse.
Kenyon! without the threat of a
consistent outside shooter since the
graduation of Scott Rogers, tried
most of the game to slow the tempo
and work the ball into big men Gary
Reinke (14 pts.) and Bill Melis (16
pts). This worked quite well for the
opening ten minutes of the first half,
as Wooster held onto a slim lead
thanks to Corbett's long jumpers.
But following a three-point basket
by Melis, which made the score 20-17
Wooster, "recca unleashed. He first
headf'aked inside to make it 22-17,
then hit a fifteen-foot jumper from
the right side, and finally sank a
short pop from a fast break after
sophomore Paul Collinsworth had
missed a driving hook. This made the
score 26-17, and coach Jim Zak
called a much needed time out. This
immediately resulted in a crowd-
pleasing stuff by Melis following a
missed Tim Riazzi shot. However,
the Fighting Scots got the next three
baskets and tlie teams played evenly
the rest of the half as it ended 36-27.
Kenyon, needing a spark to close
the nine point gap, decided to use
more of guard Riazzi (12 pts) in the
second half. However, Riazzi was
not able to score often enough to put
together the string of Kenyon baskets
needed for a comeback, and the
Scots played the Lords even the rest
of the game and won 61-53. The
game was iced in the first half, when
Wooster shot an incredible 64Ofo
from the field, and outrebounded
Kenyon 15- to 7. The Lords simply
didn't have the explosive firepower
needed to come back.
Considering the limitations of the
Kenyon offense, the Lords played a
gutsy game against a very good
Wooster learn. With no real threat of
an outside Kenyon attack, Wooster
settled back in their zone and clogged
up the middle. Yet Kenyon played
with the Scots in the second half,
out scoring them 26-25, and
ourreboundtng (hem 19-18. Credit
for this should go in large pan to
Riazzi, who scored often enough
from the outside to open up the
inside game.
Pirates' Cove
427-2152
Hours: 5:00 P.M. - 2:00 A.M. Daily
Happy New Year!
Try The
New
Wheat Pizza
Delicious - Nutritious
also
Look for Coupons on Delivery Orders
Sorry, Mini and Wheat Pizza Excluded
Offer expires March 6, 1981
...~,". ,
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* *: CJrl"rHiH'JStar €arriH'J" 151/0 "H :! $30.00 qo""LbLeHd Skirt., $17.50 !
: $9.75 Suede ~"ve.,$8.50 :
* *: (9pen 11-5:30 emOft.-Sat. :
~*********************************************:
